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About This Game

You are responsible for the streets and roads in your city. With so many people in a city, there is always the need for new living
space, which has to be opened up with roads. In addition, the residents ask here and there for wider and faster roads. Under

certain circumstances you get contracts for plaster work, the creation of pedestrian and bike paths, or the replacement of gas,
water and power lines in existing roads.

For a realistic representation, a 3D graphics engine is used, which represents the events at any time clearly and realistically. Step
by step the player gains experience and thus more extensive special orders. A level is considered to be solved, if within the

specified time, the given tasks have been fulfilled. But be careful, unpredictable events always affect the current happenings,
such as:

Preferable emergency orders, such as conduction breaks

Weather conditions such as wind, ice and rain

Unpredictable obstacles & Technical defects
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10\/10 would not waste my time on this game again. Addictive, colorful and good old scoring.. Step 1. Buy the game

Step 2. Take a look at it

Step 3. Refund it.

Step 4. Leave a review about it.

-My average (bad) review. super fun, had my friends yelling and laughing the whole way through. Welcome To Hanwell has
great atmosphere, exploration, and ambience, but the combat and story fall flat on it's face. Which is a darn shame because this
game is brimming with great potential.

In-depth review down below

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YCGinJlaxFI&t=15s. go home generic games. Well it could have been OK game, but.
It's old and time hasn't done good for the game. Graphics are just plain ugly, and propably were even time of the realese.
The controls aren't very intuative.
And most important part. Dogs don't know how to play football. Neither does their handler.
He or she holds ball in hands and then throws it away to dog, who just bites ball and trys to carry it.
There is no goal, but somehow you get points after getting over a line at the end of the field. Everytime dog is down, there is
time out and something and everything just starts over.
After all football is about kicking ball into a net and team that scores more goals wins.

. I wasn't really expecting much out of this game but said **** it and bought it anyways. I'm not sure why I never heard of this
game up until now, but I am very glad I did as this is an amazing game. Game pretty much throws you inside and lets you
explore where you want without any limitations besides the countless deaths you will encounter within a short period of time.
Bosses were very quirky and different while also challenging at the same time. There are quite a few items in the game for you
to collect along with some customization of which you also find by literally throwing your soul into a tv screen, kind of like how
you are right now reading this review. For speed runners there is also a pre-installed mechanic to track your time which is nice.
(Good luck speed running this as you're slower than your mother buying "one thing" from your local grocery store.) Soundtrack
was pretty decent as well which added to the overall game. Highly recommend this to anyone looking for a decent challenge or
something of the unusual sort.. achievements hunt only
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Buy this game, get all achievemnts, use them to type anything (7 characters long) in achievement showcase in profile.. You are
unable to save and the game is repetative after 1 hour of gameplay, making it useless.
There are also several "glitches" where you wealth would be unlimited by abusing a certain buy item.
Eg. You can buy an item you already bought which increases your wealth an infinite amount of time or buying an item that
increase your approval an infinite amount of time. This makes money or approval not matter anymore, hence the game is just a
series of repetative events.

The war board where you attack other nations glitches and turns your screen black for a couple of minutes or crashes you.

Concept is amazing, but the game is poorly designed.

Price should not be more than $0.99-$3 as you are playing once.
I know the game creator spent a lot of time on this, but it's not good enough I am sorry, but your concept is amazing.

Ways of making the game better? Stock market, actual wars including movies and footage, increasing military power (not 50
units maximum the entire game which makes USA the strongest), increasing the number of countries (entire world), when being
invaded you run off with limited wealth and coup another country, increasing military options, etc...etc.... I think I started to like
Elves. Positives:
- local multiplayer is fantastic if you can get a decent group of friends playing. absolute hectic mayhem and fast games can be
tons of fun
- all gamemodes are enjoyable. personal favorites are gladiator and crystal rush
- all weapons are fun to use, albeit some are very situational (drills and bombs come to mind)
[sidenote: explosive arrows are the most OP weapon imo]

Negatives:
- never seen a lobby for online multiplayer. wanted to give the online aspect a fair shake but it's completely dead sadly
- playing by yourself can be very boring. single player challenges are hard, but aren't very replayable. the bots aren't particularly
intelligent, but put up a decent enough challenge on extreme difficulty when they team up.

Overall: I would recommend this game if you have a group of friends IRL that would be up for a chaotic party game. wouldn't
recommend for those alone or with friends online, as they would all need to own this game as well to play online.. This filled my
pc with malware and viruses. DO NOT USE
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